
 

Eg7.3.11 Q setofrationalnumbers in 0,1 is a null set
setofmeasurezero

Pf Q is countable and can bewritten as

Q In ra ra

Given E 0 define open intervals

Jk th EE th t k 13

Clearly the Jr and lengthof Jr Er

i Q C Jk and ÉlengthofJk e

Since 0 is arbitrary Q is a nullset

Note From the proof it is clear that it doesn't use the

fact that I are rational Hence the proof can be

used to prove that

Every countable set is a null set setofmeasurezero

countable infinite canbe proved similarly
countable finite are included bydropping the tail of

the infinite series



Thm7.3.12 Lebesque's IntegrabilityCriterion

A bounded function f ab IR is Riemann integrable

ifandonlyif it is continuous almost everywhere on ab

Pf Omitted SeeAppC of the Textbook

Eg7.3.13
a Every step function on a b isbold has a finite set of

points of discontinuity which is a set ofmeasurezero

and henceevery step function on ab is Riemann integrable

b Everymonotonefunction on ab is Riemannintegrable

In fact monotonefunctions are bounded

Thm5.6.4 setof pointsofdiscontinuity of a monotonic

function is countable

Hence it is a null set

i Lebesque's Integrability criterion it is Riemannintegrable



c eg7.1.4 d

if t n 1,3 I 1

GLX
0 elsewhere on 0,13

of
is bounded and

ISetofdiscontinuity 1,1

is countable hence measure zero

Lebesque's Integrability criterion Glx is Riemann integrable

d Eg 7.2.2 b not integrable

Dirichlet function f x
1 if rational ECOI

0 if irrational C 0,1

is bounded

set of discontinuity 0,1 discontinuous ateveryXETO.is

which canbeshownthat it is not a nullset omitted

Lebesque's Integrability criterion

Dirichlet function is not Riemannintegrable



e eg7.1.7 Thomae's function
IN41,23

if ETO IT 1
have no commonfactors

godm n 1

h 1 if X O

0 if X is irrational ETO I

is bounded by eg5.1.6141

setofdiscontinuity Q setofrationalnumbers in 0,13

which is of measure zero eg7.3.11

Lebesque's Integrability criterion

Thomae's function is Riemann integrable on 0,1


